Multiphase electrodes for microbead control applications: integration of DEP and electrokinetics for bio-particle positioning.
Advances in microfabrication have introduced new possibilities for automated, high-throughput biomedical investigations and analysis. Physical effects such as dielectrophoresis (DEP) and AC electrokinetics can be used to manipulate particles in solution to coordinate a sequence of bioanalytical processing steps. DEP is accomplished with non-uniform electric fields that can polarize particles (microbeads, cells, viruses, DNA, proteins, etc.) in suspension causing translational or rotational movement. AC electrokinetics is another phenomena involved with movement of particles in suspension with electric fields and is comprised of both electro-thermal and electro-osmotic effects. This paper investigates single layer electrodes that are effective for particle localization and clustering based on DEP and AC electrokinetic effects. We demonstrate a novel multi-electrode setup capable of clustering particles into an array of discrete bands using activated and electrically floating electrodes. These bands shift to adjacent regions on the electrode surface by altering the electrode activation scheme. The predictability of particle placement to specific locations provides new opportunities for integration and coordination with raster scanning lasers or a charge coupled device (CCD) for advanced biomedical diagnostic devices, and more sophisticated optical interrogation techniques.